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ABSTRACT
Low-cost, smartphone-powered VR/AR headsets are becoming more popular. These basic devices—little more than plastic or cardboard shells—lack advanced features, such as controllers for the hands, limiting their interactive capability. Moreover, even high-end consumer headsets lack the ability to track the body and face. For this reason, interactive experiences like social VR are underdeveloped. We introduce MeCap, which enables commodity VR headsets to be augmented with powerful motion capture (“MoCap”) and user-sensing capabilities at very low cost (under $5). Using only a pair of hemispherical mirrors and the existing rear-facing camera of a smartphone, MeCap provides real-time estimates of a wearer’s 3D body pose, hand pose, facial expression, physical appearance and surrounding environment—capabilities which are either absent in contemporary VR/AR systems or which require specialized hardware and controllers. We evaluate the accuracy of each of our tracking features, the results of which show imminent feasibility.

INTRODUCTION
Low-cost virtual reality (VR) headsets, powered by a user’s smartphone, have become increasingly popular since the introduction of Google Cardboard [14] in 2014. Since then, multiple designs have emerged, such as Google’s Daydream [15] and Samsung’s Gear VR [41]. While the smartphone provides powerful compute and sensing capabilities, the interactive VR experience is typically limited to rudimentary physical controls on the headset itself.

More expensive headsets—such as the Oculus Rift [34], Sony PlayStation VR [44] and HTC Vive [21]—often bundle wireless, battery-powered hand controllers to boost interactive expressivity. These enable tracking of hand position and provide physical buttons for basic grips and actions. However, no consumer headset today provides tracking of the body or mouth—aspects that are clearly important in immersive virtual experiences, from full-body gaming [8] to social avatars [2]. The few prototype and research systems that do achieve body, hand and face tracking (reviewed later), tend to be expensive and often require external infrastructure, limiting their practicality and commercial feasibility.

In response, we developed a new, low-cost way to capture the body, hands, mouth and even apparel of a wearer from a VR/AR headset, requiring no external infrastructure or new sensors. We achieve this by using a smartphone’s rear-facing camera to view two mirrored half-spheres, which are cantilevered roughly 15cm (~6”) in front of a headset (Figure 1A). This accessory, costing less than $5 USD, offers a distorted but complete view of the wearer (Figure 1B). We process the two spherical images and render multiple, unwrapped, synthetic viewpoints (Figures 1C and 2). We can then take advantage of existing, state-of-the-art keypoint labeling algorithms to digitize the body and hands (Figure 1C, white and yellow lines). A single keypoint-labeled image does not inherently provide depth, and so we use both unwarped views for stereo correspondence to provide the missing z-axis data.

Figure 1. A) MeCap accessory attached to Google Cardboard. B) View of two mirrored spheres as seen by a smartphone’s rear-facing camera. C) Unwrapped, virtual view looking down at a user’s body, with hand and body keypoints overlaid. D) The 3D position of keypoints can be estimated through reverse raycasting stereo correspondence.
Cameras have been used for motion sensors including passive and impedance tomography [55]. Optical methods include infrared sensors for micro-gesture input [13] and motion sensors for wrist bending gestures [12]. Body-worn cameras have been used for tracking touch input on the skin [18], as well as hand segmentation and tracking [23, 25].

For whole-body capture, “suits” with distributed sensors are common. For example, XSens MVN [39], Tautges et al. [45] and Ha et al. [16] used an array of IMUs on the body. Shiratori et al. [42] used 16 wide-angle body mounted cameras for motion reconstruction. There are also exoskeleton-style suits which use mechanical linkages, such as the METAmotion Gypsy [30].

Extending the Capability of AR/VR Headsets

More recently, there has been work looking to extend the sensing capabilities of AR/VR headsets. Olszski et al. [35] and Li et al. [26] used a camera mounted to the underside of a headset to capture mouth pose, while Thalmann et al. [47] added a depth camera to an AR headset for hand tracking. Closest to our work technically is EgoCap [38], which used a pair of add-on fisheye cameras cantlevered from a VR headset for body pose estimation. More closely related to the ethos of our work is EyeSpyVR [1], which used the existing front-facing camera of a smartphone, inside a low-cost VR headset, to capture eye movement and blinks.

While the above systems demonstrate body, hand or mouth tracking, none offer all three in a combined approach. Moreover, MeCap leverages the camera hardware already present in smartphones, making it extremely low cost compared to prior systems that require new sensing hardware, such as additional cameras. Existing headsets can be easily retrofitted with our MeCap attachment.

IMPLEMENTATION

Our proof-of-concept implementation required new hardware and software, which work together to enable hand, body, mouth, skin and apparel capture. We now describe the main components of our system.

Apparatus

We experimented with a wide variety of mirrored surfaces (e.g., mirrored glass, aluminized plastic), geometries (e.g., flat, parabolic) and arrangements (e.g., arranged vertically, staggered in distance) before arriving at our current design. Ultimately, we selected a pair of equidistant, horizontally arranged, 5.7 cm diameter, polished chrome steel hemispheres, costing $1.78 each. These are cantilevered 15 cm out from a headset by a 1 mm hardened steel rod (Figure 1A), which strikes an important balance between visual occlusion, rigidity and weight.

Indeed, weight is a serious consideration, as the cantilever applies torque to the head, which can lead to discomfort. To minimize this, we place the spheres as close to the camera as possible (filling the view, while still permitting sharp focus) and also use hollowed hemispheres (0.6 mm wall diameter). The total mass cantilevered from the headset is 48 grams, making it less than the weight of a Leap Motion (52 grams), commonly affixed to the front of VR headsets. The total weight of the headset (with phone and MeCap attachment) is 295g, considerably less than e.g., HTC Vive at 470g or Oculus Go at 468g. Over the course of development, we added MeCap attachments to a Google Cardboard [14] (Figure 1A), VR Box headset [50], Holokit [20], and VuFine AR kit.

Related Work

We are not the first to recognize the value of digitizing users’ bodies and capturing personal appearance. Thus, we first review related work in motion capture, sensed both externally and by worn hardware. We then discuss research efforts to extend the capabilities of VR/AR headsets, especially low-cost, smartphone-based units.

External Motion Capture

There are two main approaches used for motion capture. The first is to instrument a person, most commonly retroreflective markers that can be captured by many high-speed infrared cameras [27, 51]. Such systems have been used extensively in the motion picture industry to capture high-quality body, hand and face pose. Popular commercial systems used in HCI research include Vicon [49] and OptiTrack [36].

There is also great interest in instrumentation-free approaches, which generally rely on computer vision techniques. Early efforts required depth cameras to robustly estimate pose, such as the original Microsoft Kinect sensor [33]. However, more recently, deep learning has demonstrated promising results using only RGB cameras [6, 28]. In VR settings, FaceVR [48] uses an external RGB+depth camera to capture the face and mouth pose and an internal IR camera (i.e., in the headset) to track the eyes. Researchers have also instrumented floors to track position and coarse user pose [3, 5]. Non-visual sensing modalities have also been considered for pose tracking, such as RF reflection [53] and capacitive sensing [55], but these have limited range and precision.

Worn Motion Capture

Being able to digitize user pose and input without having to rely on external infrastructure is an active area of research. This requires the use of worn sensors, which are generally specialized to capture an area of the body.

Most pervasive are systems that focus on digitizing the hands. Many technical approaches have been considered, including passive [3, 17] and active [29, 54] acoustic systems. Worn electrical approaches include electric field sensing [57] and impedance tomography [55]. Optical methods include infrared sensors for micro-gesture input [13] and motion sensors for wrist bending gestures [12]. Body-worn cameras have been used for tracking touch input on the skin [18], as well as hand segmentation and tracking [23, 25].
which the sphere rays enter the camera and interpolate image pixels according to the angle at which the sphere rays enter the camera.

To obtain a perspective projection, we approximate the ball’s spherical reflection. The spherical shape of the mirrors allows them to reflect essentially a full 360° panoramic image of the environment (i.e. a non-central catadioptric camera [31]), with blind spots behind the mirror itself and the reflection of the other mirror. These panoramic images are warped onto the apparent surface of the sphere when imaged by the phone’s camera (Figure 1B), which precludes the use of many conventional computer vision algorithms. Thus, the first step is to unwarp both spherical mirror images.

Given the exact field-of-view of the camera and an undistorted camera image, we can compute the camera ray vector corresponding to any pixel in the scene (with the origin implied to lie at the camera’s focal point). We use a manual calibration procedure to label the visual center of each sphere (which always reflects the center of the camera lens) and several points along the visible edge of the sphere. The physical center of the sphere lies along the visual center’s pixel ray, and the rays to the visible edges are tangent to the sphere. Thus, in conjunction with the physical size of the sphere, we solve for the physical position of the sphere’s center relative to the camera’s focal point. For each visible point on the sphere, we can compute the camera ray vector to that point, and the resulting reflected ray, giving us a set of rays that start at various points on the sphere’s surface and extend out towards the environment, each associated with a pixel in the original input image.

We can use these rays to generate novel viewpoints and camera projections from the input image. For instance, we can plot the input image pixels on a 2D grid according to the azimuth (X) and altitude (Y) of the corresponding sphere ray (relative to some fixed pole and meridian) and interpolate at grid points, producing an equirectangular projection of the input image (Figure 2) displaying a near full 360-by-180° map of the environment as seen in the spherical reflection.

In order to speed up the perspective projection process, we texture-map the input image onto the surface of a spherical mesh, and then place a virtual camera inside the ball. With this, we can obtain a fairly accurate perspective projection simply by rendering the mesh with the desired virtual camera, exploiting the GPU to accelerate the ray computations. This enables real-time perspective projection rendering, and additionally allows us to easily select the virtual camera’s direction and field-of-view to optimally capture the user’s hands, body, or environment (two examples in Figure 3).

**Unwarping and Viewpoint Selection**

The spherical shape of the mirrors allows them to reflect essentially a full 360° panoramic image of the environment (i.e. a non-central catadioptric camera [31]), with blind spots behind the mirror itself and the reflection of the other mirror. These panoramic images are warped onto the apparent surface of the sphere when imaged by the phone’s camera (Figure 1B), which precludes the use of many conventional computer vision algorithms. Thus, the first step is to unwarp both spherical mirror images.

**Body and Hand Tracking**

Our tracking pipeline begins by taking the perspective unwrapped images from the left and right spheres and using OpenPose [6] for hand and body keypoint estimation on each image. The keypoint estimation provides chest, shoulder, elbow, wrist, hip and knee keypoints (11 in total), as well as 21 keypoints for each hand. At this stage in our pipeline, the effective resolution of the body/hand image is roughly 200×200 (i.e., the 1280×720 rear camera image is cropped into two 400×400 sphere ROIs, which are then unwarped and cropped again to segment the wearer).

**Stereo Correspondence Reverse Raycasting**

The two sphere images provide two sets of body and hand keypoints from slightly different, but known viewpoints. This allows us to utilize stereo correspondence to estimate the 3D position of each keypoint [32]. Specifically, for any keypoint pair, we find the corresponding sphere rays consisting of the origin on the sphere surface together with the direction of the reflected ray. As these rays will rarely intersect perfectly due to measurement error, we instead locate the 3D point that lies closest to each ray.

**Hand Gesture Recognition**

For hand gesture recognition, we crop images of each hand from both unwrapped views using OpenPose’s reported body keypoint of the hands. These patches are then fed into a convolutional neural network pre-initialized with VGG-16 ImageNet [43] weights (implemented in Keras [7] with a TensorFlow backend). A second parallel neural network is passed the hand keypoint direction unit vectors (using the wrist as the origin), and the outputs of both networks are concatenated into a final fully-connected layer. We train the aggregate network using a joint loss function, using the hand gesture as the output label.
Mouth State Recognition
For mouth state recognition, we first crop out an image of the mouth from the unwrapped view. This position is fixed as the VR headset is mounted to the face with a known geometry. We composite both images we have of the mouth (i.e., both spheres) and pass it through a convolutional neural network (VGG-16) pre-initialized with ImageNet weights. The neural network is then trained on one of five emoji-inspired mouth states: neutral, mouth open, smile, kissy face, and frown.

Skin and Apparel
For skin, we extract a small image patch from the user’s neck and hands (as tracked by our earlier stages), as these are the least likely areas to be occluded by clothing. For apparel, we similarly extract image patches based on body keypoints (shirt is centroid between hips and chest; pants are extracted from left leg, between knee and hip). Once all patches have been extracted, we apply a gamma correction (γ=1.5) to account for loss of luminance. The phone was allowed to automatically white balance.

Overall, we found image patches to be highly variable in quality, with e.g., pattern asymmetries, partial occlusion and heavy folds leading to poor results, especially when attempting to tile the patch into a texture. For this reason, we also compute the median color for each patch, which offers a more regular and stable color reference for the skin, shirt and pants (Figure 4).

Performance
Our proof-of-concept system has two main compute elements. First is an Android service that captures video and streams it to a server using RTSP in the background. Second is a server hosted at our institution (Intel Core i7, NVidia 1080Ti GPU), which receives frames for processing and replies back with data for the aforementioned features.

Over Wi-Fi, average client-to-server video transmission latency was 108ms (at 1280×720). Once a frame is received, it takes 41 ms to unwarps both spherical views, 84 ms for OpenPose to provide body and hand keypoints, followed by 4 ms for our reverse raycasting stereo reconstruction. Using this data, our processes for hand gesture (8 ms), mouth state (3 ms), skin and apparel (1 ms) recognition run in parallel, taking another 8 ms. The server then relays all of this information back to the requesting client, taking another ~25 ms. In sum, the round-trip latency of our system is approximately 270 ms (SD = 32, min=252, max=308) and runs at a framerate of 12 Hz.

We note that almost half of our latency (~130 ms) is due to transmission of data to/from the server. Thus, in a commercial implementation, latency could be significantly reduced by processing everything locally. Indeed, current generation smartphones are on the edge of interactive feasibility with mobile implementations of PoseNet [37] running at 60 FPS using TensorFlow Lite [22]. Phone GPU/NN hardware is also quickly advancing; for example, the iPhone X is 50% faster than the previous generation using its new neural compute engine. In the next few years, latencies approaching 50 ms should be achievable.

EXAMPLE USES
To help convey the utility of MeCap, we now describe three illustrative uses which could be incorporated into full VR/AR applications to enhance immersion and input bandwidth. Please also see the Video Figure.

Social Avatars
Being able to express oneself is a fundamental component of social experiences. However, with today’s AR/VR headsets, this typically means using controllers for hand tracking, with physical or virtual buttons to express gestures. Facebook’s Venue is one such example, with facial gestures controlled with physical buttons on a hand controller [46]. In contrast, MeCap is controller-less, capturing actual body, hand and mouth pose, which could enable much more expressive AR/VR social experiences.
Additionally, contemporary social VR applications require users to design an avatar before use (e.g., VRChat [51], AltspaceVR [2], and Facebook Venue [46]). Changing apparel, for instance, means re-entering an avatar design interface. Given the importance of expressing oneself through physical appearance in face-to-face contact, contemporary approaches would appear to be highly limiting. Again, in contrast, MeCap could allow for automatic updates of avatar clothing as an additional expressive channel. Figure 4 shows one example an automatically generated avatar.

**Controller-Less Hand Input**

Today’s VR/AR systems almost universally rely on physical controllers for tracking hand position and digitizing hand inputs. This is clearly a bottleneck in immersive 3D environments, which often feature graspable objects, tools and controls. Contemporary approaches also generally ignore leg actions, precluding e.g., kicking a ball. Controllers also increase cost and complexity of systems, and users must keep them charged for use.

As an illustration of MeCap’s potential to enable controller-less input in VR/AR, we built a hand gesture recognition demo that lets users summon different virtual objects, such as books and balls. Some items can be also manipulated, for example, a gun can be fired by pulling the trigger and a steering wheel can be turned. In total, our demo app supports five one-handed gestures (fist, hand open, spiderman, okay, and gun) and five bimodal gestures (ball, book, relaxed, prayer, and wheel), shown in Figures 5 and 6 and evaluated later.

**Environment Map**

In VR, where the environment is entirely virtual, it is relatively straightforward to correctly illuminate virtual objects. However, in AR, where virtual objects are placed into real environments, realistic lighting is challenging. This is chiefly because objects that face the user will be illuminated by sources to the side, above and behind the viewer. In conventional AR systems, this information is not known (and would have to be built up opportunistically, e.g., with SLAM [11]).

In MeCap, our spherical mirrors provide a near 360° view of a user’s surroundings, perfect for rendering an environment map. Indeed, mirrored spheres have long been used for this purpose in computational photography [9, 10, 19, 24], but have never been applied to AR. As a basic demo, using a VuFine AR headset (Figure 14A), we created an application that renders two balls in front of the user, one specular and one diffuse (Figure 7), based on real-time lighting.

**SPATIAL ACCURACY STUDY**

Before evaluating high-level functionality, our first step was to quantify the low-level, 3D positional accuracy of our approach. Sources of error include optical distortion from our slightly aspherical mirrors, inaccuracy in estimating camera intrinsics, error in viewpoint selection, and innate resolution limitations from cropping a small region from an HD image.

To evaluate this, we setup two 5 cm checkerboard patterns, perpendicular to one another (Figure 8A), with the camera aperture 5 mm above and 5 mm behind the center axis of one plane. From this controlled viewpoint, the 3D coordinates of all intersections are known in real world units. This volume of space is roughly where the hands would operate. We then manually annotated all intersections (Figure 8B) and had MeCap compute the estimated 3D positions, which we can compare to actual positions.
Figure 8C shows the error result in the Y/Z plane (i.e., plane extending out from the camera) and the X/Y plane (i.e., plane extending below and parallel the camera). Mean Euclidean distance error is 22.9 mm. As one would expect, the error grows as we move farther away from the center of the sphere.

USER STUDY

Our spatial accuracy study provided a controlled estimate of 3D positional accuracy. However, it provides little insight into how well our full-stack system works when worn. Thus, we ran a user study to evaluate our system’s performance when worn on real users. We recruited ten participants (3 female), who were paid $20 for the one-hour study. Half of the participants completed the study seated, while the other half stood, which added variety and realism to our tests. The experimental apparatus is the same as that shown in Figure 1A. Testing each feature required a slightly different procedure, which is described in the sections below.

Sitting vs. Standing

We observed a slight performance benefit when participants were seated, as this provided a superior view of the legs. However, there was not a significant difference for the features we tested, and thus we combined results for our two sets of participants for all subsequent analyses.

Body Pose

We asked participants to perform eight body poses (Figure 9) in a random order: right hand raised, left hand raised, arms stretched horizontally, both hands on face, arms crossed, arms on hip, arms held in front, and arms stretched in front. While holding this position, an experimenter saved one frame of output for later analysis. These 80 frames (10 participants × 8 body poses) were then manually annotated with body keypoints (knee and above) and compared with the automatic OpenPose annotations to derive error statistics. Statistics are normalized by participant body size, where 1.0 equals the participant’s shoulder width. For example, a normalized error of 0.2 means that keypoints were misaligned on average by one fifth of a shoulder width. We did not see any significant difference in performance between left and right keypoints, and so Table 1 collapses symmetric results.

Hand Gestures

We asked our participants to perform all gestures supported by our model (Figures 5 and 6), which included one-handed gestures (fist, hand open, okay, gun and spiderman) and two-handed gestures (holding a ball, holding a book, steering a wheel, prayer, and hands relaxed). These gesture sets were partially drawn from popular VR games. We collected data across 3 sessions, collecting 10 instances per gesture per session, which provided a total of 3000 instances (10 instances × 5 gestures × 2 gesture sets × 3 sessions × 10 participants).

We evaluated our gesture sets in two ways. First was a leave-one-session-out procedure, where all but one round of a participant’s data was used to train the hand gesture model, testing on the participant’s remaining hold-out session (all combinations). The second procedure was a leave-one-participant-out cross validation, in which the model was trained on all other users’ data, but was not exposed to any data from the wearer (simulating “out-of-the-box” accuracy).

For one-handed gestures, MeCap achieved an accuracy of 96.0% in a cross-session scenario and 79.6% in a cross-user scenario. For two handed gestures, the system achieved a cross-session accuracy of 97.7% and a cross-user accuracy of 80.2%. The confusion matrix for single and two-handed gestures is shown in Figures 10 and 11 respectively.

![Figure 9. McCap used eight body poses in its evaluation: A) arms stretched in front, B) arms held in front, C) hands on waist, D) left hand raised, E) right hand raised, F) hands on face, G) arms stretched horizontally, and H) arms crossed.](image1)

![Figure 10. Confusion matrices for one-handed gestures cross-session (top) and cross-participant (bottom).](image2)

![Figure 11. Confusion matrices for two-handed gestures cross-session (top) and cross-participant (bottom).](image3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body Keypoint</th>
<th>% Captured</th>
<th>Mean Normalized Misalignment Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chest</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elbow</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrist</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee</td>
<td>83.1</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Percentage of keypoints captured and normalized misalignment error for different body keypoints.

![Figure 5](image5)

![Figure 6](image6)
Mouth State

MeCap supports five emoji-inspired mouth states: mouth open, mouth close, smile, frown and kissy face (Figure 12). To evaluate this feature’s accuracy, we collected 3 sessions of data across 10 participants, with each session capturing 10 images per mouth state. This resulted in a total of 1500 images (10 images × 5 states × 3 sessions × 10 participants). As before, we evaluated our system using a cross-user and cross-session leave-one-out cross validation procedure.

On these five mouth states, MeCap achieved a cross-session accuracy of 95.6% and cross-user accuracy of 64.5%. The confusion matrices are shown in Figure 13. At a high level, the results indicate that we do not have enough data to fine-tune a deep neural network over all mouth states, and that certain mouth states such as frown and kissy face do not generalize well across people. Hence, we performed a post-hoc analysis using two new classifiers, one to distinguish smile from no smile and the other to distinguish mouth open from mouth closed. The former achieves a cross-session accuracy of 100% and cross-user accuracy of 96.2%, whereas the latter achieves a cross-session accuracy of 100% and a cross-user accuracy of 98.7%.

Skin and Apparel Color

At the end of the study, we asked participants to evaluate the validity of MeCap’s skin and apparel color guesses. For skin color estimation, we asked participants to pick their own skin tone using a printed Fitzpatrick scale [40] (which has seven categories). We then asked them to place MeCap’s predicted skin color on the Fitzpatrick scale as well, and the difference was recorded. For 9 of 10 participants, the choices agreed, and for the 10th participant, the selection was off by one.

For shirt and pants, we showed participants MeCap’s extracted patches and colors. The participant then rated the quality of the extracted texture and color using a ten-point Likert scale, with one denoting “no resemblance” and ten for a “perfect match”. Overall, on shirts, MeCap achieved a mean Likert score of 6.4 (SD=4.6) for texture and 7.1 (SD=3.3) for color. For pants, the system achieved a mean Likert score of 7.0 (SD=3.7) on texture and 7.0 (SD=3.7) on color. In one case, a participant’s shirt had a large printed design without a dominant pattern or color, which our fixed-patch approach could not capture.

LIMITATIONS

There are several immediate and significant limitations in our current MeCap system that are worth noting. Foremost, by placing mirrors directly in front of the camera, the option for pass-through VR/AR is eliminated, as the view is occluded. To overcome this, we envision the hardware as a removable accessory. We also note that for low-cost AR

headsets (e.g., VuFine; Figure 14A), MeCap would not block the user’s view, as a half-silvered mirror is used internally.

Another issue with our current design is that the legs are barely visible, and thus inaccurate to estimate. One possible solution is to move the mirrors farther out from the headset, but this reduces practicality and increases torque on the wearer’s head. Likewise, our current arrangement does not capture limbs operating behind the body (e.g., arms held behind back). Another limitation is reliance on ambient illumination and current low-light camera technologies. In darker environments, one potential solution would be to turn on the smartphone flash (which would reflect off the hemispheres) to provide some body illumination. We also note that the mirrors may get dirty from handling, which could degrade tracking performance. Rapid head movement also introduces motion blur, which might be mitigated with more sensitive and higher framerate cameras in the future.

To facilitate rapid development, and avoid compute limitations on mobile-class processors, we ran all computer vision processing on a network-connected desktop computer (akin to a cloud service). Of course, the low latency constraints in AR/VR interfaces likely precludes remote processing. Fortunately, smartphone manufacturers are increasingly including hardware accelerated deep learning capabilities, which should make local processing feasible in the coming years. However, one penalty we are unlikely to avoid any time soon is the energy cost of running the camera at 60 or more FPS.
Finally, we note the industrial design of our proof-of-concept device would have to significantly improve to provide the robustness and aesthetics required for consumer use. We envision a commercial design being similar to macro/wide-angle camera attachments for smartphones, containing two small spherical mirrors in a clear housing, with a lens for improved focus and field of view. It is also possible to integrate wide-angle cameras directly into AR/VR headsets to offer MeCap-like capabilities. For example, the recently announced Oculus Rift S [34] (Figure 14B) includes four cameras on the front of the headset, which could provide views of the wearer’s body if sufficiently wide angle.

**FUTURE WORK**

During development and testing, we identified other potential sensing opportunities that we leave to future work. For example, there are other visual appearance aspects that could be captured, including beards and hairstyle. Shoes often lie at the extreme periphery of our spherical view, and thus have limited resolution. Nonetheless, it may be possible to extract color and category for further avatar personalization. As mentioned previously, it is fairly straightforward to extract a patch of clothing to capture the pattern, though we found it challenging to tile elegantly. Finally, we also noticed that our wide-angle view permitted keypoint tracking of other people, including to the sides and even partially behind the wearer. This could have uses in e.g., social VR and spatial audio, and might even be used to provide body/hands/face data to other users without MeCap capabilities.

**CONCLUSION**

We have described MeCap, which enables a commodity VR headset to be augmented with powerful MoCap and user-sensing capabilities at very low cost. Using only a pair of worn hemispherical reflectors and the existing rear camera of a smartphone, MeCap provides details about the user’s facial expression, physical appearance, body pose, hand gestures, and surrounding environment – capabilities which are either absent in contemporary AR/VR systems or which require specialized hardware and controllers.
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